Recent Action Taken by SOHS
Tues 23 August—Red Line Day.
A very successful event which had
a massive turn-out and gave
SOHS strong
credibility as an
organisation that
will fight against
the threatened
cuts to
healthcare
services across
North Devon.
Well done to the
organisers of
this, our first
action.
Wed 31 August—The CCG’s
Extraordinary
Meeting to
discuss bed
closures. The
Clinical Commission Group (CCG) squirmed under
an onslaught of well-focussed
questions as to the CCG’s intentions, and finished with a vitriolic
condemnation of the chairman and
his acolites. The chairman moved
to strike the speech from the
record, but you can see it on our
website. (See detailed notes on the
meeting taken by Netti on the
website.)
Thurs 1 September— pinch,
punch, first of the month, as SOHS
members attended the CCG meeting in Plymouth and challenged the
Success Regime again.
Tues 6 Sept North Devon Health
Trust AGM The smug managers
aimed to manage us and end the
meeting in under an hour. They
highlighted ONLY their successes
taken from the quality report and
although they answered some of
our pre-submitted questions they,
more or less, refused to answer
questions from the floor, declaring
it was “not a public meeting”.
Uproar followed, with a cutting
speech from Dave Clinch.
Wednesday 7 SOHS meeting.
(See minutes for a full account.) It
was again re-iterated SOHS is a
group whose focus is the protection
of beds and services in North
Devon, and “non-political being

linked to no political party, but with
members from the full range of the
political spectrum working towards
the common
goal
Thursday 8th
saw the leaking of the
Success Regime’s
Sustainability
and Transformation Plans
(STP) document (see this
document on
our website)
Behind the fancy
words and the
fluffy propaganda, what
does the STP
actually mean
for ordinary people in North Devon?
An analysis will shortly be available
on our website. The main points
include:
■ In all Devon—400 acute beds
to be cut - in real terms this will
mean 1 in 6 beds being lost.
■ 190 further community beds to
be cut —with this the closure and
the threat of selling off of our
community hospitals is very likely.
■ 11% cut in the nursing
workforce in North Devon.

A and E for now will stay (but
remains still at risk of closure)
Doubt exists about the continuance of emergency surgery at
NDDH.

■

Acute Stroke service patients
should be seen within the golden
hour of having a stroke for
thrombolisation for treatment and
to be scanned and assessed.
From a reliable source–very much
at risk of closure and moved
south to Exeter and Derriford
■

■ This one is the main concern at present—maternity,
children’s and neonatal to be
centred at Derriford with a
second site in Exeter at the
RD&E, not NDDH.
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Painting the
Town Red
If you are wondering what you can
do to show your support for our
NHS here are some ideas.
■ Plan to come to Barnstaple
High Street on 22 October to join
in wearing something red.
■ With the full agreement of the
Town Centre Manager, shops will
be encouraged to have Red
window displays.
■ Children (or adults) can have
their faces painted red.
■ Flash mob singing and dancing teams and drama groups are
welcome to join.
■ YOU can join us at Mermaid
Walk for a Procession through the
Town to the Square where there
will be further activities, presentations and fun for all the Family.
If you have any ideas or
represent a group that would like
to get involved then please email
ianwilliams2015@mail.com.
All activities and events are
subject to confirmation. Watch
for details.
The unfortunate conclusion is
that this is so risky that people
will inevitably die as a direct
result.
Reactions—BBC spotlight recorded people’s reactions, to the
proposed cuts to services such as
stroke and maternity.
“Shock, Anger, Defiance” (spokesperson for SOHS)
“Astounded it could even be under
consideration” (David Howell
Mayor of Bideford)
“Disgusting, sometimes it’s
difficult enough to get to
Barnstaple let alone Plymouth or
Exeter” (Torrington mother)
Reactions on Facebook
“Do the powers that are making
these decisions have families of
their own or depend on the NHS
for healthcare?” (Simon Heath)
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